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CUT ELIMINATION THEOREM FOR
NON-COMMUTATIVE HYPERSEQUENT CALCULUS
Abstract
Hypersequent calculi (HC) can formalize various non-classical logics. In [9] we
presented a non-commutative variant of HC for the weakest temporal logic of
linear frames Kt4.3 and some its extensions for dense and serial flow of time.
The system was proved to be cut-free HC formalization of respective temporal
logics by means of Schu¨tte/Hintikka-style semantical argument using models built
from saturated hypersequents. In this paper we present a variant of this calculus
for Kt4.3 with a constructive syntactical proof of cut elimination.
Keywords: temporal logic, linear time, hypersequent calculus, cut elimina-
tion.
1. Introduction
Hypersequent calculus (HC) is one of the generalizations of ordinary se-
quent calculus well crafted for dealing with certain classes of non-classical
logics. Since its discovery by G. Pottinger [17] and A. Avron [1], a lot of cut-
free formalizations of many logics, including modal, many-valued, relevant,
paraconsistent and fuzzy logics was proposed. Important examples of its
application may be found in: Avron [2, 3] Baaz, Ciabattoni and Fermu¨ller
[4], Ciabattoni, Galatos and Terui [6], Metcalfe, Olivetti and Gabbay [14],
Indrzejczak [7, 8], Kurokawa [13], Lahav [10], Bednarska, and Indrzejczak
[5], Lellmann [11] and [12].
The main feature of this kind of formal system is the application of
ﬁnite collections of sequents (hypersequents) as the basic items for which
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rules of the system are deﬁned. Usually such collections are interpreted
as sets or multisets and the order of sequents does not matter. However,
if we deﬁne hypersequents as ﬁnite lists of sequents we may extend our
expressive resources. Such kind of hypersequent calculus was introduced
in Indrzejczak [9] for dealing with the minimal temporal logic of linear
frames HCKt4.3 and all its extensions covering features of density and
past or future seriality. Application of non-commutative hypersequents
nicely corresponds to linear order of time points. Suitable rules allow for
syntactic modelling of both forward and backward transmission of data on
the time axis.
A calculus provided in [9] is cut-free but its adequacy is proved by
means of semantical techniques. In particular, the completeness is demon-
strated by means of Schu¨tte/Hintikka’s style argument showing how to
construct a countermodel for any unprovable hypersequent. This is nice
solution and allows for well-behaved root-ﬁrst proof search. However a
syntactical proof of cut elimination would be also welcome. The lack of
commutativity of sequents makes the solution of this problem harder than
in set/multiset-based hypersequents but fortunately, not impossible. In
this paper we provide a fully syntactical, constructive proof of cut elimi-
nation for a slightly modiﬁed variant of the HC in [9]. The proof is based
on the strategy applied by Schu¨tte [18] for the one-sided version of sequent
calculus.
2. Temporal logic Kt4.3
We will consider the weakest temporal logics of linear time Kt4.3 in stan-
dard bimodal language with countable set of propositional variables V AR,
ordinary boolean constants and two Priorean unary temporal operators:
F (always in the future) and P (always in the past). Dual operators ♦F
and ♦P are treated as deﬁnitional shortcuts. One can axiomatize Kt4.3
by the addition to any Hilbert system for classical propositional logic the
following schemata:
KF F (ϕ→ ψ)→ (Fϕ→ Fψ)
KP P (ϕ→ ψ)→ (Pϕ→ Pψ)
PF ϕ→ P♦Fϕ
FP ϕ→ F♦Pϕ
4 Fϕ→ FFϕ
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LF Pϕ ∧Fϕ ∧ ϕ→ FPϕ
LP Pϕ ∧Fϕ ∧ ϕ→ PFϕ
The system is closed under MP (modus ponens) and two rules of ne-
cessitation:
⊢ ϕ / ⊢ Fϕ
⊢ ϕ / ⊢ Pϕ
Kt4.3 is adequate with respect to the class of relational frames 〈T,R〉
where acessibility relation R on the nonempty set of time points T is tran-
sitive and satisﬁes the conditions of future and past linearity (or connect-
edness):
∀t, t′, t′′(Rtt′ ∧Rtt′′ → Rt′t′′ ∨Rt′′t′ ∨ t′ = t′′)
∀t, t′, t′′(Rt′t ∧Rt′′t→ Rt′t′′ ∨Rt′′t′ ∨ t′ = t′′)
It may be shown that Kt4.3 is also characterised by the narrower
class of linear structures, where instead of these two conditions it holds the
condition of trichotomy:
∀t, t′(Rtt′ ∨Rt′t ∨ t = t′)
Models M are built on frames by the addition of valuation function
v : V AR −→ P(T ). Formulae are evaluated at the points of the model in
the standard way by means of recursively deﬁned satisfaction relation .
In particular, the clauses for temporal operators are the following:
M, t  Fϕ iﬀ M, t′  ϕ for every t′ such that Rtt′
M, t  Pϕ iﬀ M, t′  ϕ for every t′ such that Rt′t
M, t  ♦Fϕ iﬀ M, t′  ϕ for some t′ such that Rtt′
M, t  ♦Pϕ iﬀ M, t′  ϕ for some t′ such that Rt′t
A formula ϕ is Kt4.3-valid (|= ϕ) iﬀ it is satisﬁed at every point of
every Kt4.3-Model. A formula is falsiﬁable if it is nonvalid, i.e. M, t 2 ϕ
for some M and t.
3. Hypersequent calculus
Hypersequent calculus forKt4.3 deﬁned below is a slightly changed variant
of the system in [9]. We deﬁne hypersequents as ﬁnite lists of Gentzen’s
sequents and apply the following notation:
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• Γ ⇒ ∆ or s (usually with subscripts) for sequents; note that Γ ,∆
are ﬁnite, possibly empty, sets of formulae.
• ∧Γ (∨Γ ) for the conjunction (disjunction) of all elements of Γ .
• s1 | · · · | sn, G,H,Gi, Hi stand for hypersequents; in particular G,Gi
will always denote nonempty hypersequent, whereas H,Hi will be
used if we admit that it is empty.
• H1 | s | H2 (or H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2) stand for hypersequents with
displayed sequent s (or Γ ⇒ ∆).
The calculus for Kt4.3 consists of the following rules:
(AX) H1 | p,Γ ⇒ ∆, p | H2 (Cut)
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ | H2 H1 | ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2
(¬⇒)
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ | H2
H1 | ¬ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2
(⇒¬)
H1 | ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ | H2
(∧⇒)
H1 | ϕ,ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2
H1 | ϕ ∧ ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2
(⇒∧)
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ | H2 H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆, ψ | H2
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ ∧ ψ | H2
(⇒∨)
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ, ψ | H2
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ ∨ ψ | H2
(∨⇒)
H1 | ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2 H1 | ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2
H1 | ϕ ∨ ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2
(⇒→)
H1 | ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆, ψ | H2
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ→ ψ | H2
(→⇒)
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ | H2 H1 | ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ |H2
H1 | ϕ→ ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2
(⇒F )
H | Γ ⇒ ∆ |⇒ ϕ
H | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ
(F⇒)
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Fϕ,ϕ,Π ⇒ Σ | H2
H1 | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Π ⇒ Σ | H2
(⇒P )
⇒ ϕ | Γ ⇒ ∆ | H
Γ ⇒ ∆,Pϕ | H
(P⇒)
H1 | Pϕ,ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Π ⇒ Σ | H2
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Pϕ,Π ⇒ Σ | H2
(⇒F
′
)
| Γ ⇒ ∆ |⇒ ϕ | Π ⇒ Σ | | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Π ⇒ Σ , ϕ | | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Π ⇒ Σ ,Fϕ |
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Π ⇒ Σ | H2
(⇒P
′
)
| Γ ⇒ ∆ |⇒ ϕ | Π ⇒ Σ | | Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ | Π ⇒ Σ | | Γ ⇒ ∆,Pϕ | Π ⇒ Σ |
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Π ⇒ Σ ,Pϕ | H2
In schemata of (⇒F
′
) and (⇒P
′
) we omitted parameters H1, H2 in
all premisses for better readability.
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In [9] we provided also a detailed analysis of the rules and rationale
behind their shape so now we only brieﬂy point out two important things:
1. All rules satisfy the subformula property.
2. Hypersequents deﬁned as ﬁnite lists of sequents allow for easy repre-
sentation of time ﬂow. Informally, every sequent corresponds to some
point on the time axis and if H1 | si | · · · | sj | H2, then the time
point represented by si is earlier than that represented by sj .
The proof of a hypersequent G is deﬁned in the usual way as a tree of
hypersequents with G as the root, axioms as leaves and all other nodes reg-
ulated by the application of rules. The height of a proof of a hypersequent
is deﬁned as the number of nodes in the longest branch of this proof.
Example proof of the instance of LF looks like that.

P p, p⇒| F p, p⇒ p |⇒

P p,F p, p⇒|⇒ p |⇒ P p,F p, p⇒ p |⇒

P p, p⇒ p | F p, p⇒|⇒
(P ⇒)
⇒ p | P p,F p, p⇒|⇒
(⇒ P )

P p,F p, p⇒ P p |⇒
(⇒P
′
)

P p,F p, p⇒|⇒ P p
(⇒ F )

P p,F p, p⇒ FP p
(∧ ⇒) twice

P p ∧ F p ∧ p⇒ FP p
(⇒→)
⇒ P p ∧ F p ∧ p→ FP p
All these rules are certainly suﬃcient for cut-free deductions of other
axioms, as the reader may easily check.
In what follows we will denote with ⊢ G the provability of G in our
HC for Kt4.3.. For brevity we will simply state all the results without
constant mentioning the system.
As we noted the present system is but a small variant of the one pre-
sented in [9]. The diﬀerences between the two systems are the following:
1. Sequents are formed from ﬁnite sets in the present system;
2. Axioms are restricted to atomic formulae as active formulae, whereas
in [9] this restriction is absent;
3. (Cut) is primitive in the present version;
4. (F⇒) and (P⇒) are slightly diﬀerent in both systems.
The ﬁrst diﬀerence is due to the fact that we apply Schu¨tte strategy of
proof which works better for sets. Restriction to atomic formulae is needed
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for a proof of invertibility of rules. Finally, the new shape of two temporal
rules is essential for the proof of cut elimination to go through. Respective
rules in [9] were non-local in the sense that the side formula ϕ could be
placed in any other sequent in the premiss on the right (in (F⇒)) or on
the left (in (P⇒)) of the active sequent. The present rules are local in
the sense that ϕ occurs in the immediate neighbour-sequent on the right
or on the left and with the principal formula repeated. This change makes
possible step by step control of inferences applied in the proof.
4. Soundness
We must recall the principles of interpretation of non-commutative hyper-
sequents after [9].
Satisfaction of a sequent at a state in a model is deﬁned in a standard
way:
M, t  Γ ⇒ ∆ iﬀ M, t  ∧Γ → ∨∆,
and
M, t 2 Γ ⇒ ∆ iﬀ M, t 2 ∧Γ → ∨∆,
We extend semantical notions to non-commutative hypersequents in
the following way:
Definition 1. For any Kt4.3-model M and hypersequent G = s1 | · · · | sn:
• M |= G iff for all states t1, . . . , tn of M:
if t1Rt2R . . . Rtn, then for some i ≤ n,M, ti  si;
• |= G (G is Kt4.3-valid) iff M |= G for every M.
Note that in consequence: 6|= G iﬀ there isM such thatM 6|= G and this
means that there are t1, . . . , tn such that t1Rt2R . . . Rtn and t1 2 s1, . . . ,
tn 2 sn.
One can easily prove:
Lemma 1 (Validity-preservation). All rules are validity-preserving
We will show by contraposition two cases: (F⇒) and (⇒F
′
).
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(F⇒). Assume that 6|= H1 | 
Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Π ⇒ Σ | H2. Hence
there is a model M such that M, t 2 Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ and M, t′ 2 Π ⇒ Σ ,
for some t, t′ such that Rtt′. In particular, M, t  Fϕ, hence M, t′  ϕ
and, by transitivity also M, t′  Fϕ, which means that this model falsiﬁes
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆ | 
Fϕ,ϕ,Π ⇒ Σ | H2.
(⇒F
′
). Assume that 6|= H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆,
Fϕ | Π ⇒ Σ | H2. Hence
there is a model M such that M, t 2 Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ and M, t′ 2 Π ⇒ Σ ,
for some t, t′ such that Rtt′. In particular, M, t 2 Fϕ which means that
there is some t′′ such that Rtt′′ and M, t′′ 2 ϕ. Future linearity implies
Rt′t′′ ∨ Rt′′t′ ∨ t′ = t′′. If we take the ﬁrst case, then M, t′ 2 Fϕ and
the third premiss, i.e. H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Π ⇒ Σ ,
Fϕ | H2 is falsiﬁed by
this model. If we take the second choice, then we can assign t′′ to ⇒ ϕ.
This way we obtain an augmented model with t′′ inserted between t and t′
which falsiﬁes the ﬁrst premiss, i.e. H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆ |⇒ ϕ | Π ⇒ Σ | H2. The
last choice falsiﬁes the second premiss. i.e. H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Π ⇒ Σ , ϕ | H2.
Hence if the conclusion is falsiﬁable, then at least one of the premisses must
be falsiﬁable.
As a consequence we obtain
Theorem 1 (Soundness). If ⊢ G, then |= G
5. Preliminary Results
Before proving completeness and cut elimination theorem of the system we
must show some auxiliary results. In particular, we must show that most
of the rules are invertible and for that we also need to provide proofs of
admissibility of some structural rules. In this respect our proof is somewhat
similar to the proof of Poggiolesi [15] for the HC system for S5 which is
an adaptation of Dragalin’s strategy of proving cut admissibility to HC
setting. In fact our proof is even more dependent on invertibility and in
this respect it is rather an adaptation of Schu¨tte’s strategy [18] of proof to
HC setting.
Let us consider the following structural rules:
(IW )
H1 | Γ ⇒ ∆ | H2
H1 | Γ ′ ⇒ ∆′ | H2
(EW )
H1 | H2
H1 | s | H2
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where in (IW ) (internal weakening) Γ ⊆ Γ ′,∆ ⊆ ∆′ (at least one strictly
subsumed) and in (EW ) (external weakening) at least one of H1, H2 is
nonempty.
In the proofs below we detail only the cases for F leaving “mirror”
proofs for P to the reader. Also we will use an abbreviation (IC) for both
(internal) contraction rules.
The following results hold:
Lemma 2. 1. ⊢ H1 | ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ | H2;
2. (IW ) is height-preserving admissible;
3. (EW ) is admissible.
Proof: ad. 1: By induction on the complexity of ϕ. In case of boolean
formulas it is trivial. For Fϕ we need subsidiary induction on the number
of sequents to the right of the active sequent (in case of Pϕ we perform
induction on the number of sequents to the left). The basis is simple:
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Fϕ,ϕ⇒ ϕ
(F ⇒)
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ |⇒ ϕ
(⇒ F)
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ
where the top-hypersequent is derivable by the induction hypothesis. For
the induction step consider the application of (⇒ F
′
) with the conclusion:
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
and the following premisses:
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆, |⇒ ϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ, ϕ | H
and
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H
To each of the premisses we may apply (F ⇒) in the following way:
G | Γ ⇒ ∆, | Fϕ,ϕ⇒ ϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
(F ⇒)
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆, |⇒ ϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
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G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Fϕ,ϕ,Θ ⇒ Λ, ϕ | H
(F ⇒)
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ, ϕ | H
and
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Fϕ,ϕ.Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H
(F ⇒)
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H
In the ﬁrst and the second case the starting hypersequent is provable
by the induction hypothesis of the main induction. As for the third, note
that the number of the sequents to the right was decreased in the premiss
so this hypersequent is also derivable by the induction hypothesis of the
subsidiary induction.
ad. 2. This is trivial since all rules, including temporal and the ad-
ditional structural ones, are context insensitive and the addition of new
formulae does not harm their correctness.
ad. 3. The proof is by induction on the height of the proof of H1 | H2.
The problem is only with the temporal rules since all of them assume
dependence of active sequents on their neighbours. There are three cases
for Fϕ. However in [9] we provided a proof of admissibility of (EW )
in the presence of (⇒F ) and (⇒F
′
) and these rules are the same in
the present system. So we must consider only the case of (F⇒) which
is diﬀerent. In fact, the only problematic situation is when we want to
add a new sequent immediately to the right of the active sequent. Let the
left part of the conclusion (H1 in the schema of (EW )) be of the form
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆, the right part (H2) be of the form Θ ⇒ Λ | H and a new
sequent placed between the two be Π ⇒ Σ . So we have a proof ending
with:
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Fϕ,ϕ,Θ ⇒ Λ | H
(F ⇒)
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
and we obtain the result as follows:
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | ϕ,Π ⇒ Σ | Fϕ,ϕ,Θ ⇒ Λ | H
(F ⇒)
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Fϕ,ϕ,Π ⇒ Σ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
(F ⇒)
G | Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Π ⇒ Σ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
The ﬁrst line is by the induction hypothesis (Π ⇒ Σ inserted) and
(IW ) (ϕ added to its antecedent). This example (as well as cases of (⇒F )
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and (⇒F
′
)) shows why (EW ) is not height-preserving admissible; the
additional application of (F ⇒) increases the height of this proof by 1.
Thanks to the point 1. of the lemma we are able to prove all axioms.
Cut allows for simulation of MP and EW for simulation of necessitation
rules. Hence, by the completeness of Hilbert calculi for these logics, we are
in a position to conclude with:
Theorem 2 (Completeness). If |= G, then ⊢ G.
Before we proceed with cut elimination we must prove height-preserving
invertibility of almost all logical rules.
Lemma 3. 1. All boolean rules are height-preserving invertible.
2. The rightmost and the central premiss of the rules (⇒F
′
) and (⇒P
′
)
are height-preserving invertible.
Proof: Consider the case of (⇒F
′
) and its rightmost premiss. We show
that if ⊢ G | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H then ⊢ G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ |
H by induction on the height of the proof of the premiss. The basis is
trivial. For induction step we must consider the cases of all rules as leading
to its proof. If Fϕ is principal, then the rightmost premiss of (⇒F
′
)
provides already a proof (of lower height) of the required hypersequent. If
it is non-principal we consider the premiss(es) of suitable rules, apply the
induction hypothesis to them and then a respective rule. We will illustrate
the point with (⇒F
′
) but applied to some other formula Fψ (again with
G and H omitted for readability in the premisses). We have:
| Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ |⇒ ψ | Θ ⇒ Λ | | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ, ψ | | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fψ |
G | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ,Fψ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
which is transformed into:
| Γ ⇒ ∆ |⇒ ψ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ, ψ | | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ,Fψ |
G | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fψ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H
Remark: In fact all rules are invertible except (F⇒) and (P⇒). Addi-
tive cut is trivially height-preserving invertible by (IW ). Also (⇒F ) and
(⇒P ) are invertible as well as (⇒F
′
) and (⇒P
′
) with respect to the
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leftmost premiss, but in these cases we may only demonstrate it semanti-
cally which is of no help in our cut elimination proof. Fortunately, for this
aim we do not need their invertibility.
6. Cut Elimination
We are in the position to provide our central result:
Theorem 3. Cut is eliminable.
Proof: We prove eliminability of cut by double induction: on the com-
plexity of cut formula, and on the height of a proof of the right premiss. It
is suﬃcient to consider a proof ending in an uppermost application of cut.
In the basis of the main induction (on the complexity of cut formula) we
prove for any atomic formula p that cut with it as cut formula is eliminable.
The proof goes by subsidiary induction on the height of the right premiss.
The basis is trivial: the right premiss is an axiom and, if p is not
its active formula, then it is enough to delete p. If p is active, then the
conclusion follows from the left premiss.
In the induction step we assume that cut is eliminable for any proof
of the right premiss with the height lower than n. Let the proof be of the
height n, we must check all rules applicable in the last step.
As an example consider the case of (∨ ⇒) as the last rule:
G | ϕ ∨ ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆, p | H
G | ϕ, p,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H G | ψ, p,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H
(∨ ⇒)
G | ϕ ∨ ψ, p,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H
(Cut)
G | ϕ ∨ ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H
is replaced with
G | ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆, p | H G | p, ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H
G | ϕ,Γ ,⇒ ∆ | H
G | ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆, p | H G |p, ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ |H
G | ψ,Γ ,⇒ ∆ | H
(∨ ⇒)
G | ϕ ∨ ψ,Γ ,⇒ ∆ | H
with both cuts of lower height. Note that since we eliminate additive cut
we must apply invertibility lemma twice to the left premiss of the old cut to
unify premisses of new cuts. Note also that we considered the case with the
position of p in the active sequent, but the cases where p is placed in any
other sequent occurring in G orH lead to exactly the same transformations.
This remark applies also to further cases, where – for the sake of readability
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– we always put the cut formula in some of the active sequents but in case
it occurs in some other sequent makes no signiﬁcant changes in the proof.
The most complicated case is that of (⇒ F
′
). We have the following
instance of (Cut):
G | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ, p | Θ ⇒ Λ | H G | p,Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
(Cut)
G | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
where the right premiss was deduced by (⇒ F
′
) in the following way:
G | p,Γ ⇒ ∆ |⇒ ϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H G | p,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ, ϕ | H G | p,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H
G | p,Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
Again the main trouble is that when we shift cuts upward we must unify
premisses. The original left premiss of cut cannot be simply applied thrice
to premisses of the respective application of (⇒ F
′
) since they diﬀer not
only in the position of cut formula but in one case even with the number
of sequents. We apply twice inversion lemma to the left premiss of (Cut)
and make two cuts of lower height with two premisses of (⇒ F
′
) which
introduced the right premiss of (Cut):
G | Γ ⇒ ∆, p | Θ ⇒ Λ, ϕ | H G | p,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ, ϕ | H
(Cut)
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ, ϕ | H
and
G | Γ ⇒ ∆, p | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H G | p,Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H
(Cut)
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H
Unfortunately we cannot apply inversion lemma to the left premiss of
cut to obtain the sequent which agree with the leftmost premiss of suitable
instance of (⇒ F
′
). Instead we may apply (EW ) to the left premiss of the
original application of cut, and (IW ) to the leftmost premiss of (⇒ F
′
)
leading originally to the right premiss of cut. We obtain:
G |Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ, p |⇒ ϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ |H G | p,Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ |⇒ ϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ |H
(Cut)
G | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ |⇒ ϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
Fortunately, this cut is also eliminable by the induction hypothesis
since (IW ) is height-preserving admissible and the induction is only on the
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height of the right premiss. In order to combine these three hypersequents
in a new application of (⇒ F
′
) we must add by (IW ) also Fϕ to ∆.
Finally we obtain the result:
| Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ |⇒ ϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ, ϕ | | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H
G | Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
Note that in contrast to transformations on the right premiss obtained
by boolean rule this time we must additionaly use implicit internal con-
traction. The same applies to cases where the right premiss was deduced
by the application of (⇒ F) and (F ⇒).
For inductive step of the main induction we must consider all possible
compound cut-formulae. In case of boolean formulae it is suﬃcient to apply
inversion lemma. Let us illustrate the point with conjunction. Applying
inversion lemma to both premisses of cut we get: G | Γ ⇒ ∆, ψ | H, G |
Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ | H and G | ϕ, ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H. With the help of (IW ) we obtain:
G | Γ ⇒ ∆, ψ | H
G | ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ | H G |ϕ, ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ |H
(Cut)
G | ψ,Γ ⇒ ∆ | H
(Cut)
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | H
Both cuts are performed on formulae of lower complexity hence elim-
inable by the induction hypothesis.
The cases involving the cut formulae Fϕ or Pϕ are a bit diﬀerent
since invertibility results are restricted. We must additionaly perform sub-
sidiary induction on the height of the proof of the right premiss, similarly
like in the proof of the basis. Fortunately the inductive step goes exactly
like for atomic cut formula so it is not necessary to consider it again in full.
The decisive case is with Fϕ principal in the right premiss; the situation
looks like this:
G |Γ ⇒ ∆,Fϕ |Θ ⇒ Λ |H
G |Γ ⇒ ∆ |Fϕ,ϕ,Θ ⇒ Λ |H
(F⇒)
G |Fϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ |Θ ⇒ Λ |H
(Cut)
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
By inversion lemma on the left premiss we obtain: G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒
Λ, ϕ | H and G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H. The latter, with the
application of (IW ), yields the following:
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G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | ϕ,Θ ⇒ Λ,Fϕ | H G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Fϕ,ϕ,Θ ⇒ Λ | H
(Cut)
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | ϕ,Θ ⇒ Λ | H
which with the former gives:
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ, ϕ | H G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | ϕ,Θ ⇒ Λ | H
(Cut)
G | Γ ⇒ ∆ | Θ ⇒ Λ | H
The ﬁrst cut has the right premiss with lower height so is eliminable
by the induction hypothesis of subsidiary induction. The second cut is
eliminable by the induction hypothesis of the main induction on complexity
of cut formula. In case of cut formula Pϕ the proof is similar.
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